COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Practicing Empathy and Compassion

Two Multi-Purpose Training Rooms can be used for educational workshops as well as a place where volunteers and service groups can make enrichment toys, stuff Pet Pantry pet food bags or gather for events.

The Larger Community Training Room, located on the lower level, will accommodate school & group visits, AWA’s Summer Camp, Well Mannered Dog training classes and can house animals during a natural disaster.

The Two-Corridor Dog World design provides a safer, quieter interior corridor space so the Kids Reading program can grow. This type of dog housing design is also less stressful for the dogs.

A Kindness Garden where herbs and vegetables can be grown by our volunteers, then fed to our bunnies or used for animal enrichment and treats for our dogs & cats.

Dedicated space for our Pet Food Pantry location will allow us additional Pantry days.